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Thomas Erben is thrilled to present Portraits of Squares, 2022-23, Harriet Korman’s fifth 
exhibition with the gallery, one of which was a solo presentation at Art Basel Miami Beach 
in 2021. This group of ten new paintings exudes a visual as well as intellectual vibrancy and 
attraction which, by far, exceeds their modest scale. Preparing for the exhibition, Korman 
wrote: “Geometric Abstraction isn’t always geometric abstraction. Sometimes my paintings 
seem to be like figures, not literal figures, but imbued with an essence of being or meaning.” 

Though Korman has been described “… as one of New York’s purest abstract painters without 
a brand” (John Yau, reviewing her 2020 survey exhibition in Hyperallergic), there are clear 
connections between the various series in her oeuvre. These new paintings relate to the 
works presented in Korman’s widely praised 2018 and 2021 exhibitions. In 2018, she explored 
a quadrant format, where each quadrant was formulated with bars of random color, resulting 
in different patterns, configurations, highlights and surprising outcomes. In her 2021 show, 
the artist used a configuration of concentric rectangles, deciphering and adjusting fast 
intuitive drawings into necessarily slow paintings, a process she found intriguing. 

Korman sometimes employs existing formats upon which she feels she could expand in new 
ways. In her own words: “In 1988 at a Donald Judd exhibition at the Whitney, looking at a box 
on the floor, a question came to me – how many ways could I paint a square? I finally got to it 
– Portraits of Squares”. For its specific properties and symbolic value, the square has often 
been the subject of – mainly – modernist art. Though allowing for many allusions, Korman 
never leaves her own idiom and tries to infuse each canvas with as much abstract identity 
and presence as possible.

Since 1996, Korman has not mixed any white into her paint, although she sometimes uses 
white as a separate area. Her paintings are completely flat with no references to light, 
space, or illusionism, reinforcing the fact that a painting is a painting, a two-dimensional 
surface. However, in exploring the absolute essentials of the medium itself, she articulates 
an archetypal, non-dogmatic space, or, as Katy Siegel already observed in Artforum’s Best of 
2001: ‘‘Seeing [these stunning, abstract paintings] at Lennon Weinberg was an experience 
curiously out of time – these are pictures neither burdened with nostalgia nor obviously 
beholden to current discourses of modernist revival or rejection. Absolutely new, as if they’d 
always been there.”



Untitled, 2022
Oil on canvas, 24 x 30 in.



Installation view, west wall  (photo credit: Fernando Sandoval/MW).
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Installation view, Untitled, 1979 (photo credit: Fernando Sandoval/MW).



Untitled, 1979
Oil on canvas, 36 x 36 in.



Installation view, south/east walls  (photo credit: Fernando Sandoval/MW).
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Thomas Erben Gallery has been working with Harriet Korman since 2018. Over the past few years, 
her work has received growing attention, garnering reviews from Roberta Smith for The New 
York Times, John Yau for Hyperallergic, and Raphael Rubinstein for The Brooklyn Rail, among 
many others.

Several of her paintings recently entered the Kienzle Art Foundation collection, Berlin, 
where they were part of a group show with works by Louise Fishman, Gerald Jackson, 
Jonathan Lasker, David Reed, Gary Stefan, and Jack Whitten (2022). Her work was also 
included in the 30th anniversary exhibition at Carlier Gebauer, Berlin (2021/22), curated by 
Dieter Schwarz (former director of the Kunstmuseum Winterthur). This interest builds on 
Korman’s earlier exhibitions with Galerie Rolf Ricke, Cologne (1970, ‘71 and ‘72), Galerie m, 
Bochum (two-person show with Frank Stella, 1977), and Häusler Contemporary, Munich (2015).

In the U.S., Korman has participated in the Whitney Annual (1972), two Whitney Biennials (1973 and 
1995), and was included in Ten Young Artists – The Theodoron Awards at the Guggenheim Museum 
(1971), as well as the traveling exhibition High Times, Hard Times: New York Painting 1967-75, and 
a three person show at MoMA PS1 (both 2007). Throughout her career, her work has received 
substantial critical support. She has shown extensively with such galleries as 112 Greene Street, 
Daniel Weinberg Gallery, Willard Gallery, and Lennon, Weinberg, Inc.



Harriet Korman, "Untitled" (2022), oil on canvas, 24 x 30 inches (Courtesy of Thomas Erben Gallery, photos by Sabrina Slavin)

Harriet Korman’s paintings are simultaneously rigorous and nonchalant. Her palette is unlike anyone else’s. The 10 
oil paintings in her current exhibition, Portraits of Squares at Thomas Erben Gallery, all dated 2022 or ’23 and 
measuring 24 by 30 inches, are dominated by different hues of brown, along with various reds, blues, greens, and 
yellows, and black and white. She never adds white to any of her colors and wants the surface of her shapes 
uniformly solid. The edges are irregular, as she does not use tape. The wildest form we see in this exhibition is a 
trapezoid. As might be expected from Korman’s faith in abstraction and painting’s power to stir up feelings in the
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viewer without being guided by language, all the works are untitled. 

One painting from 2023 incorporates white as color, and a handful of others use black. These colors are assigned no
more importance than any others, and each painting has a distinct palette, while her squares are different sizes and
occupy different places in the picture plane, making every composition in this series of works unique. The show
also includes an early square painting, “Untitled” (1979), on the wall behind the gallery desk. Its color combination
(three greens, dark violet, and brown) hints at what is to come.

Seen together, what surprised me about Korman’s new works was the degree of inventiveness I encountered in her
off-kilter compositions. The artist, who has always been creative with the simplest means, is even more so in this
exhibition — she gets more out of less while making it look easy. 

In another 2023 painting, a bright yellow square sits off center, eight trapezoids in different colors extending from
its four sides to the edges of the canvas. While this configuration suggests rays of sunlight, the trapezoids’ colors
(four shades of brown, two blues, and two greens) deny this reading. Nothing adds up to tell a pictorial story, but it
all makes perfect sense, as the rectangles of dark, muted colors hold the bright yellow square in place. Here and in
the rest of the show, it’s as if she set out to discover how many ways she could define a square within a rectangle,
while using only straight-edged shapes, lines, and color. A subtle, nuanced humor to her work keeps upending the
viewer’s expectations. 

Two paintings on view are divided into eight rectangles surrounding a central square, one green and the other
brownish red. In the former, a black line between all the sections seems to change depending on the adjacent color.
Yet because Korman does not outline the edges of the canvas in black, the surrounding rectangles seem to extend
beyond the pictorial space. The bright green square stands out, at once distinct from and held in place by the
rectangles. 

In the latter, the rectangles press tectonically against the central square. The brightest section is the yellow rectangle
in the upper left-hand corner. While the color pulls our attention toward it, the larger space of the center square
counteracts that pull. Size and color engage in a dance throughout the work, as if all the rectangles are in an
animated conversation with each other. Her use of colors from one family (brown or blue, for example) in
unpredictable tandem with contrasts of warm and cool, bright and muted, are unmistakably hers. More importantly,
she frees her colors from all associations, so that I came to feel that she was making portraits of colors as much as of
squares.

Korman’s synthesis of order and unpredictability enlivens her paintings, makes every part of them possess a unique
identity, from line to band to triangle to rectangle and square. Her bag of tricks is to have none, and to keep pushing
her work beyond what she has previously done, which is considerable. This is why I think she is a major artist who
has still not gotten her proper due. Never flashy, uninterested in nodding to Pop Art, and rejecting the safety net of a
signature style or format, her nonchalant approach (which she shares with Mary Heilmann, for example) is fused
with her idiosyncratic rigor. It is this combination that distinguishes her from other geometric abstract artists. A
career survey and institutional monograph are long earned. 
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Harriet Korman’s Brutal Realism
O P I N I O N

Photo credit: Fernando Sandoval/MW

In Harriet Korman’s exhibition titled Portraits of Squares, the squares in question are 
either nested within the framework of a grid or stand alone as discreet entities 
surrounded by blocks of color. Her palette, in the main, is made of secondary and 

tertiary colors, which for the most part, are applied in an opaque and unmodulated
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manner — her surfaces tend to be @at and dry. Korman uses color both as a formal
element to reinforce her composition’s structure as well as spatially. As one moves
around the gallery, there seems to be no logical progression or sense to the paintings’
variations. The canvases, all of the same dimensions, are rectangular and are hung on
the horizontal at eye level; their sequencing refuses to surrender an associative,
conceptual, or anecdotal narrative. What one is left with is the fact they all, in part,
reference squares and that they are all relatively different in approach. Subsequently, it
is hard to determine if the “portraits” represent systemic deviations on a singular theme
or if each painting was individually intuited. Behind the reception desk hangs a painting
from 1979 whose forms are organic, their edges blurred, and whose surface is mottled.
This painting stands as a reminder that Korman works thematically, and the present
paintings are an aspect of her broader investigation of abstract painting’s various
idioms.

Owing no allegiance to any particular approaches to abstract painting, Korman’s works
are challenging not because they eschew stylistic categorization but because initially,
there is something aesthetically off-putting about them — they seem amateurish,
maybe naïve — innocent — simplistic. One is not quite sure what there is to like or not to
like about them, nor even if they are meant to be liked at all. Without any claim to
skillfulness, the drawing of lines and the edges of her forms are free-hand. The resulting
forms are irregular, yet they are neither innovative nor truly eccentric, instead they just
seem to have been matter-of-factly drawn by hand. Similarly, her compositions are
obvious and straight forward— they have the familiarity of having been ready-mades —
there is no inventiveness here, for the sake of being clever or appealing. Each painting
instead, seems to be an exercise in itself, the solution to a problem that has gone
unarticulated. For these reasons, Korman’s work might be thought of as being brutally
real. Yet, there is also something of Paul Klee in Korman’s work; her intuitive use of color
and the imperfections that arise from everything having been hand-drawn adds a
human element that contrasts with the precision associated with geometric abstract
painting.

In some of the paintings, the squares have been embellished with lines or bands of color
— these are as close as Korman gets to the decorative. For the most part, there is
nothing in her paintings that is meant to openly appeal to taste. And yes, while here and
there, there are unexpected, quirky decisions or visual references to other artists, such



as Albers or Mondrian, these are more generic than speciXc and, therefore, may be
chance occurrences rather than intentional. Yet, because of their speciXcity, Korman’s
work does not Xt into what the critic Raphael Rubinstein has identiXed as provisional
paintings, a term he applies to those artists who have deliberately turned away from
“strong” painting for something that seems to constantly risk failure or of being
inconsequential. So, while with Korman’s works, there is no culminating moment, no
punchline, or hint of irony; neither are there the theatrics of tentativeness and self-
effacement. Instead, her work is merely slow and deliberate.

To understand Korman’s odd synthesis in the broader context of abstract paintings’
evolution since the 1970s, it is necessary to remember Korman’s informative years are
those of post-Minimalism, which may be characterized as being phenomenological in its
approach, emphasizing cognition and doubt. In keeping with her post-minimalist roots
Korman approaches her work not as an object or picture but as an event — one that
does not just happen all at once but is a conglomerate of a multitude of other events,
which are a result of her varied deliberations. In turn, she has wed this aesthetic to the
modernist project of conveying the intrinsic qualities of the abstract painting.

Korman’s numerous negations result in an indexical cancelation of the normative
expectations as to what her works should be. Reacting not only to abstract painting’s
historical context but also to its prevailing norms, Korman shapes a nuanced dialogue
between the distinct visions that make up that genre, whose interplay has been the
driving force of its diverse evolution. In doing so, she also cancels the notion of progress
but not that of change. Each painting is a proposition as to what an abstract painting is
rather than what more it can be — such questions she leaves to others. Subsequently,
her exploration of geometric forms, color, and simplicity goes beyond strict
categorization in a way that suggests she is engaged in a dialogue between order and
intuition that seeks to bridge the gap between the artist’s intentions and the viewer’s
subjective encounter.

I know that Korman knows how to make these paintings more appealing, more
accessible but instead, she has chosen to leave us with the endless drum roll of our
expectations while presenting us with her unforgiving, matter-of-fact, personalized
formalisms. Yet, if one stays with her works as long as it takes, abruptly one may realize
that what they are experiencing is the truthfulness of Korman’s restraint — her



discipline, which has resulted in the negation of all we expect her geometric abstract 
paintings should be. In stead, she uses her pared-down vocabu;ary to reminds us of the 
variety of competing models and aesthetic diversity that falls under the rubric of 

abstract art. This brings to my mind the work of Cora Cohen, who, without the geometry
— though similar in ethos to Korman — took an uncompromising approach to abstract 
painting. Cohen rather than being concerned with Xguration, solely focused on painterly 

gesture and process.

Recently, I wrote about David Rhodes’s show at High Noon (Brooklyn Rail, Feb. 2024), 
whose aesthetic would seem to be very different from that of Korman, but in actuality, 
both painters are perverse minimalists concerned with painting’s pictorial means rather 
than its objectiXcation. The reason I bring Rhodes’ review up here is that I believe that 
Korman, like Rhodes, seeks the Truth in painting. Obviously, Rhodes’ truth is very 
different than Korman’s, yet the statement still stands, for what is meant by the Truth in 
painting is taken from Jacques Derrida, who argues that painting (art) to differing 
degrees of accuracy has the ability to call into question the varied ways we understand 
the world — in other words, it challenges our cognitive presumptions/assumptions. This 
is exactly what Korman’s paintings do — they question our aesthetic expectations as to 
what an abstract painting already is. Though less histrionic, Korman’s ethos can be 
likened to that of Ad Reinhardt’s “Art as Art” manifesto, the signiXcant difference being 
his works has come to be associated with a transcendentalism that undermines its 
cognitive function, which is something one would never imagine happening with 
Korman’s work. Instead, doggedly she pursues a materialist agenda of reductivism, 
repetition, and difference so that we might experience what she has put before us 

without recourse to analogy.

Harriet Korman, Portraits of Squares January 18 to March 2, 2024 at Thomas Erben
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Untitled, 2023. Oil on canvas, 24 x 30 inches (Courtesy of Thomas Erben 
Gallery, photo by Sabrina Slavin)

Untitled, 2022. Oil on canvas, 24 x 30 inches (Courtesy of Thomas Erben 
Gallery, photo by Sabrina Slavin)
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Untitled, 2023. Oil on canvas, 24 x 30 inches (Courtesy of Thomas Erben Gallery, photo by Sabrina Slavin)
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